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The story so far…
LoveBrum is a charity that shines a light on hidden projects and volunteer-led 
organisations doing good in the city. 

Each month, we feature three projects, one each week (commonly known as our ‘cause 
of the week’). On the fourth and final week, LoveBrum supporters vote for the project 
they would like to see awarded £2,000. The charity with the most votes receive funding 
for their project.

So far, our charity has already impacted over 5,000 
people in Birmingham, and the number continues to 
grow - every week!  

In 2016, we showcased over 50 local hidden gem 
projects. Projects dotted all over Birmingham, 
supporting our people, health, communities and 
environment. Our impact report shows just a 
snippet of the difference made so far, so head 
on over to lovebrum.org.uk to find out more. 

The map shows where in Birmingham 
we have showcased (red) and funded 
(gold) projects so far.
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Testimonials: 
“We so much appreciate what LoveBrum is about and the 
support and connections it offers” 
- Jeanette Rawlinson, Beyond the Horizon

“You are such an important representation of our great city.  
Thank you from us, but a bigger thank you from the 
desperate and needy of Birmingham, those born here 
and from those adopted by us.  LoveBrum is very, 
very special!”  
- Tony Foxon, Serve Our Brummies

“The more I learn about LoveBrum, and its work, 
the more I am amazed at the generosity our 
city has to offer.  Makes me very proud to be 
a Brummie.”  
- Kath Ryan, Cakes 4 Casualties
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Children
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Beyond The Horizon

Project aim
Based in Billesley, Beyond The Horizon provides bereavement and loss counselling to 
support children, young people and their families. The charity is unique by providing 
counselling to venues near to the child’s home, making sessions accessible and as safe  
as possible.

Beyond The Horizon wanted to provide an opportunity to bring families together by 
means of an activity day. To support families who have shared similar experiences, 
provide somewhere to relax from the stresses of daily life, remember their loved ones, 
and spend some happy time with their families.

Where are they now?
Beyond The Horizon held their Family Activity Day on Saturday 11th June 2016.  Families 
took part in drum workshops, face painting, holistic therapies, parachute games and 
lots of arts and crafts!  There was also a quiet space ‘Memory Room’ ran by the charity’s 
counsellors, for reflection and making special personal memory boxes.  

Parents’ feedback:

“The event allowed the children to see they’re not on their own.” 

“Meeting the people who helped our daughter, gave us the chance to say thanks. 
It helps us all towards dealing with our losses”.

February 2016 winning project
Billesley, Birmingham, B13 0NS

Impact
The day was well attended by 21 families of 33 adults and 42 children.
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Homelessness
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Serve Our Brummies

Project aim
Serve Our Brummies is dedicated to providing support to Birmingham’s homeless 
population, whether that be a hot meal, a cup of tea or even lending an ear to those 
who need it. Regular soup kitchens are held across the city centre with the aim to 
provide vulnerable people with hot meals and somewhere to turn for support. Run by 
volunteers of the St Vincent de Paul’s Society, Serve Our Brummies was set up to tackle 
the stigma that surrounds homelessness, and make sure Birmingham is doing as much 
as possible to deal with the issue.

Where are they now?
Throughout 2016, LoveBrum’s funding has helped Serve Our Brummies buy more supplies 
for their weekly soup kitchens.  When winter came, further monies were spent on gazebos 
and sleeping bags to keep guests warm and dry.

LoveBrum also helped this project host a summer BBQ and Christmas Dinner, which 
collectively fed and provided donations to over 500 people.

Based in various locations throughout 
Birmingham City Centre

Impact
Over 300 people each month are fed and supported in Brum, 
thanks to Serve Our Brummies!
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Environment
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Mission Possible 
@ Uplands

Project aim
Uplands Allotments, the largest allotment site in the UK are making big changes to help 
develop a low carbon, sustainable community in Birmingham. They plan to educate and 
encourage a better understanding of food manufacture, production and sustainable 
resource management. In collaboration with Birmingham City University architecture 
students, together they plan to convert their ‘shack’ space into a community kitchen 
and an outdoor environmental learning zone, for local schools and community groups.  
LoveBrum’s funding was used to purchase important materials to support the renovation 
at Uplands.

Where are they now?
Due to heavy rain and stormy conditions, the allocated space was flooded and the 
project had to be temporarily put on hold. Thankfully, our keen-to-volunteer Patron 
member, Prologis (and their office staff around the region) will be spending their 2017 
‘Impact Day’ at the Handsworth allotments, ready to clean up, re-lay the foundations 
and get building!

March 2016 winning project
Handsworth, Birmingham B21 8EX

Impact
With 18 local schools in the 
surrounding area - this will impact 
tens of thousands of students!
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Animals
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Wythall Animal 
Sanctuary

Project aim
Wythall Animal Sanctuary take in unloved and unwanted animals, offering a 
permanent sanctuary and help to find new forever homes.  Animals on site include: 
ponies, dogs, cats, rabbits, guinea pigs, ferrets, small pets, birds and wildlife.

The sanctuary applied to LoveBrum for funding as their rabbit and guinea pig 
accommodation, Hazel House, needed updating. Their previous wooden hutches 
were over 10 years old, chewed and a little tired. They were to be replaced with new 
‘plastic pens’, impervious to contagious diseases, creating a much safer and hygienic 
home for the animals.

Where are they now?
Following their success during the June round of voting, Wythall Animal Sanctuary have 
now completed their renovations.  The new hutch system has been built, with improved 
runs, making better use of the space - meaning they’re now helping even more bunnies 
and piggies!

June 2016 winning project
Headley Heath, Birmingham, B38 0DU

Before After
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SPORT
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Summerfield Stables

Project aim
Based in Hall Green, Summerfield Stables are solely run by volunteers.  Aiming to 
increase the confidence and practical skills of children with both mental and physical 
disabilities - through horse riding!  Their equestrian club help children to follow 
instructions and to practice teamwork.  
 
Following a theft, Summerfield Stables needed to buy a converted shipping container in 
order to create a secure area to store saddles and equipment. Additionally, it would be 
used as an office and classroom for young and disabled children to come inside in the 
winter to learn and keep warm.

Where are they now?
Since the new space has been provided, the management team at the stables have 
worked together with the children to create display boards inside the container. It is 
now an essential hub for the stables, being regularly used for tutoring apprentices, 
volunteers and office admin. and office admin. This has enabled Summerfield 
Stables to continue supporting its 68 weekly visiting children in a more safe and 
organised manner.

May 2016 winning project
Hall Green, Birmingham, B28 9AS
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Arts & 
Culture
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Aston Performing 
Arts Academy

Project aim
Committed to empowering the lives of young people through performing and creative 
art, Aston Performing Arts Academy, a non-funded organisation, often struggle to 
provide and maintain equipment for their students. Workshop sessions are in action every 
week, but the team were struggling to cope with the equipment demand demand as the 
academy continued to grow in numbers.

Where are they now?
With a little help from our LoveBrum members, we were able to finance a much 
needed drum kit and set of microphones. APAA continue to grow and showcase their 
talents performing at prestigious events such as the Greater Birmingham Chambers of 
Commerce Dinner, Midlands Media Awards and many more!

July 2016 winning project
Birmingham City Centre, B3 3HG

Impact
300 registered students, with 120 of them attending 
weekly sessions aged between 6-24 years old.
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Community
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Birmingham 
PHAB Camps

Project aim
Birmingham PHAB Camps is a voluntary organisation that provides holidays for 
disadvantaged young people with and without disabilities, in the Birmingham area.   
They have provided nearly 17,000 hours of respite care since their beginning 50 years 
ago, and organise a range of trips away at activity centres and holiday locations in the 
UK. The £2,000 donated to their cause will go towards their 50th Birthday Party, featuring 
a variety of activities including entertainment for children, stalls, an evening disco and a 
buffet. This whopping celebration will open doors to all existing and previous PHAB camp 
attendees too - dating back to the 1960s!

Where are they now?
The charity’s big reunion celebration will be held on Saturday 16th September 2017 at 
Tally Ho. We’re lucky enough to have received an invite, and in the meantime our work 
experience student Heather, has been working hard to provide PR support and press 
releases during the run up to the event.  PHAB Camp’s story has since been published in 
the Birmingham Mail, Express and Star throughout the region, What’s on in Brum and 
Made in Birmingham TV. 

August 2016 winning project
Billesley Common, Birmingham, B13 0US

Impact
PHAB camps have supported 110 families 
so far this year.
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Education
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Our Place 
Community Hub

Project aim
Our Place is a community hub facility and mentoring service located in the heart of 
Sutton Coldfield, working across Birmingham. Their scheme supports children, young 
people and parents/carers on a one-to-one or small group basis. They provide a range 
of advice and support services, all delivered by the team at Our Place Community Hub or 
primary and secondary schools.

350 people visit the hub each month and the professionals that work from the offices 
coordinate work in the local community, seeing approximately 200 more people.  Due 
to funding cuts, the hub now has a requirement to pay towards rental of their building.  
As only third sector/voluntary agencies are working from the hub, it’s been a struggle.  
LoveBrum’s donation covered 4½ months of the rent easing the pressure of grant 
sourcing, allowing them to continue the great work they’re doing.

Where are they now?
Our Place continue to support all the different organisations within the hub. They recently 
received a computer donation from one of our service patrons Ricemedia, which are 
being used for the main office, their community room (for all visitors to make use of) and 
to an in house group called Cherished, who run courses to local Primary
and Secondary schools offering mentoring,
support and guidance for girls.

September 2016 winning project
Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham, B72 1RN
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Disease & 

Disorders
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Breast Friends

Project aim
Breast Friends is a support group based at Good Hope Hospital, Sutton Coldfield solely 
ran by unpaid volunteers, who have all been diagnosed with Breast Cancer themselves.  
Breast Friends aim to help local women going through a difficult time, offering friendship, 
emotional support, and practical help from the time of diagnosis and beyond.

Breast Friends also provide practical and domestic help to ladies going through 
treatment for cancer (e.g. postoperative support/undergoing gruelling chemotherapy). 
Help is also available for those with secondary cancer who can be very seriously ill.

Where are they now?
The £2,000 donated by LoveBrum paid for practical home help for 15 breast cancer 
patients, following surgery. Breast Friends home help includes:
•	  Domestic housekeeping
•	  Door-to-door laundry
•	  Gardening
•	  Childcare
The funds were also used to purchase a riser recliner chair for a patient with secondary 
breast cancer, enabling her better comfort at home. 

October 2016 winning project
Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham, B75 6UH
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Elderly
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Elim Life Church

Project aim
A community group, based in Kingstanding organised by the Leadership of the  
Church, consisting of volunteers who care and provide activities for the elderly living  
in the local area.
 
A need was identified amongst the elderly living alone within the community as they are 
often isolated and lonely.  Some reported not eating well as they don’t wish to “cook for 
one” - many were looking for ways to connect and make friends.

Where are they now?
The volunteer-led organisation continues to connect and support over 100 elderly 
visitors each week. Their LoveBrum funding was put into its THREE projects:

•	 Resources for ‘Needles and Pins’ – a craft based group aimed at befriending lonely, 
local, elderly people and developing their haberdashery skills.

•	 Start up costs for ‘Oasis Express’ – a luncheon held and situated in Wyrley Birch.  An 
area in particular that has seen lots of its services disappear.

•	 Towards a short holiday break as part of the ‘Oasis Luncheon Club’ – a friendly place 
where Over 55s can enjoy a three course meal on a weekly basis.

December 2016 winning project
Old Oscott, Birmingham, B44 8QD
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Mental 
Health
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Birmingham 
Care Group

Project aim
Birmingham Care Group is a registered charity supporting vulnerable adults 
experiencing mental health issues, since May 2012.  Based in Hockley, they provide a 
daycare and drop in centre providing various activities.  All in a very safe environment 
to aid their health and well being.  As winners of our November vote, their donation was 
spent on providing a hot meal for their beneficiaries, health and wellbeing activities, a 
Christmas party, and the purchase small gifts too!

Where are they now?
A total of 47 service users benefitted from the funding. Through LoveBrum’s support, 
Birmingham Care Group organised a range of activities through December 2016 and 
January 2017, giving its benefactors the opportunity to socialise within the community and 
celebrate Christmas together with their peers. 

November 2016 winning project
Hockley Heath, Birmingham, B18 5HE



What happens to an unsuccessful project? 

LoveBrum doesn’t see anyone as a loser; everyone’s a winner! We are committed to 
supporting every cause regardless of the monthly voting results.  Causes that haven’t 
received funding from our monthly vote have benefitted from being showcased by 
LoveBrum in many other ways.  

Here are more ways we commit to helping 
non-funded causes:
•	  Showcasing at Live Events: We select unsuccessful causes to be showcased at live 

events where LoveBrum is the charity of choice, or at our own events. Guests vote  
for the project they wish to receive the monies raised on the night.  We call this 
LoveBrum Live!

•	 Colmore Curry Club: We invite a representative from each project to join us at the 
Colmore Curry Club; a friendly and informal monthly networking lunch. The projects 
are given the opportunity to talk about their cause to the corporate group, helping to 
increase exposure and awareness. 

•	  Business Support: We provide causes with support on how to use social media, how 
to create/develop their websites, how to market effectively, and how to improve their 
pitch for future funding.

•	  Showcasing on our website / YouTube channel: All causes are showcased on our 
site and their videos saved on our YouTube channel.  Visitors to the site will see past 
causes, which will play a part in raising awareness for them.

•	  Social media support: We promote causes and their projects/events on Facebook  
and Twitter. 

•	  LoveBrum Network: We invite causes to networking events where they can engage 
with corporates and individual members who might be able to help them by bringing 
them into their networks. 

•	 Volunteer Support: Ambassadors, members, and sponsors provide volunteer support 
to causes in need of volunteers. This is an alternative form of donation.

•	 Service Support: Sponsors and members are also able to donate their services or 
materials to our causes as another alternative form of donation.

•	 Voting Process: In the near future, we’ll be looking to extend funding to all showcased 
causes, based on the percentage of votes they receive. 
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Cakes 4 Casualties  
 
Cakes 4 Casualties (aka Kath Ryan) provide an array 
of home baking treats for injured troops, every week 
at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, and once a month 
at Headley. A friendly visit from ‘the cake lady’ offers 
a great boost to our soldiers’ morale. Her cakes help 
towards gaining extra calories for wound healing, and 
the hospital’s mental health team also report her visits 
as a massive positive!

The charity was unsuccessful during our February 2016 vote, but this was just the 
beginning!  Through LoveBrum Live, the guests at Gruhme Bank 100 event, raised enough 
funds to enable her to update her kitchen equipment. 

Kath has captured the hearts of Brum. Corporate organisations such as Jaguar Land 
Rover have sponsored her and she has since received much deserved recognition 
by winning several awards: The Brummies (formally known as Pride of Birmingham) 
‘Volunteer of the Year’, Help for Heroes ‘Heroes Hero’ award, and most recently received 
her very own Point of Light award from the Prime Minister herself! Kath continues to bake 
cakes and support the injured soldiers, and has even been approached to do a cake 
cook book!  

Baby Ava’s Support Foundation 
 
Following the devastating loss of their baby daughter, Ava, born prematurely in 2014, 
inspirational parents Richard and Adele Atkinson set up the Baby Ava’s Support 
Foundation. After their first-hand experience, they aim to reach out to help and support 
other parents going through the same.  
 
The foundation provides beautiful handmade keepsake boxes containing baby blankets, 
teddies, forget-me-not flowers, little angel candles and 
a sleeve for a lock of hair amongst other treasurable 
items.  They supply these boxes to local neonatal units, 
giving each parent a memory to remember their little 
ones for years to come. 

Baby Ava’s Foundation successfully received funding 
through LoveBrum Live at The Birmingham Awards 
last summer.  In addition to this, our work experience 
student, Heather has provided her marketing and PR 
skills to support the charity’s social media strategy.
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E:     hello@lovebrum.org.uk 
T:     0121 270 5274
A:     Unit 317, Zellig, Gibb Street, Birmingham, B9 4AA

join for 

£20
join for 

£20

Charity Registration Number: 1157505

facebook.com/lovebrum

www.lovebrum.org.uk
#lovebrum

twitter.com/LoveBrumUK

Who can join LoveBrum?
LoveBrum is open to anyone who wants to make Birmingham even better. Whether you’re 
an individual hero looking to support amazing local projects in our city, or a business 
leader looking to give a little back to the city you love, LoveBrum is the place for you. 

£20 membership
Yearly individual membership costs just £20. For this small fee you’ll get access to a huge 
range of benefits and every penny of your fee will go directly to local projects delivering 
real positive change in our great city. 

Birmingham, let’s do this.


